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Essay about Unreasonable Searches By Police Are Illegal. Words4 Pages. No one should be searched without a good
reason and warrant. People should.

New technology raises a significant concern regarding the Fourth Amendment. Without the technology in
place, this monitoring of citizens would not have happened, and as technology continues to grow at a essay
rate, it will become easier for others to spy on citizens. The issue of search and seizure is more than a simple
legal problem, for it is directly related to a deeply held constitutional right to be free from unreasonable
searches and seizures. The fourth amendment was made to keep innocent people from having their houses
destroyed under false pretences. Any evidence, however obtained, was admitted as long as it satisfied other
evidentiary criteria for admissibility, such as relevance and trustworthiness Protecting citizens from arbitrary
searches, the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution is our right to limit and deny any unreasonable search and
seizure. Until this decision, the rights against illegal search and seizure had no method to be enforced.
Trending Topics United States The Fourth Amendment guarantees "the right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures. State or federal officers are
allowed where justified to search your car, house, property in order to seize illegal items such as drugs, illegal
weapons, stolen goods just to name a few. The poetry truly depicts a realistic picture of the bonds of love.
When the police do searches it can be for various reasons it depends on the situation. Burn the Fucking System
to the Ground They monitored polices of phone calls and other private data of the people. The police officer
arrives hearing very loud music coming from the residence which violates a noise ordinance. Searches and
seizures in the real world can only be performed if they fit theses for things: A warrant which states where
they can search and what for, Probable cause, the need to act quickly to prevent evidence from being
destroyed and if there is evidence in plain sight. Because an unannounced search done pursuant to a
unreasonable search warrant is now constitutional, search found may be presented and used against you. An
officer performing their duties will sometimes have to make fast decisions which at times may not seem to be
thought out thoroughly. Levy,  Search and seizures are used to produce evidence for the prosecution of alleged
criminals. After searching his room for evidence the police left with articles and papers that were then turned
over to the U. Everyone understands that each stop, question and frisk encounter violated the established
constitutional rights.


